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Traditional asset allocation appears to provide a diversified portfolio comprised of asset classes. However, 
this so-called “diversification” typically fails during a down market event, such as between January 1, 2008 
and December 31, 2008 (pictured below). Correlation reveals that the portfolio isn’t so diversified after all.

Do you feel diversified? This “diversified” portfolio
fails in down markets

Correlation reveals portfolio’s
actual “diversification”Source: Morningstar. See Appendix A for 

index information.

Question Tradition

Our Guiding Principles for Risk Management
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Investments and strategies shown may not be suitable for all investors. The sampling of investment strategies shown are for 
illustrative purposes only and are based upon individual observation and potential use during the various market cycles.

Understand Diversification

A lineup of Investment strategies, some better suited for up markets and some for down markets, are 
incorporated at statistically optimal weights through a proprietary full-scale strategy diversification process. 
By creating this optimal mix, the diversified blend of methodologies creates a portfolio that is designed to 
dynamically adapt to changing markets.
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Investors often sell amidst market downturns and buy when sentiment is most euphoric. The timing of 
these reactive decisions, evidenced by the average returns following periods of excessive investor inflows 
and outflows to stocks, can have a material impact on realized returns.  

Know the Effects of Emotion and Behavior3

Put Risk First
When we talk about risk, it doesn’t just mean volatility; we are really talking about the 
potential for loss. We begin our investment management process by attempting to utilize 
any data that we can collect in order to model the probability and magnitude of loss and 
then implement a comprehensive risk diversification strategy. We then match your personal 
client riskalyze profile to the appropriate strategy.
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RISK

44 -8%

+17%
95% PROBABILITY (6 MONTHS)


